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April 15: The Law Says IRS Taxation is
FRAUD and Racketeering !
Huka wai, i ke pili !
Chief Justice Admits: No Failure To File
Income Tax Law Exists
In the transcript of the Oral Argument, Chief Justice of the United States
Supreme Court William Rhenquist and the United States attorney (Kent Jones)
admit there is NO statute that makes it a crime for "failure to file" an income tax
return! QUOTE: "I'm not familiar with a statute that makes that a crime by
itself" ..."but the fact that you didn't file...frankly...it's my impression that that
would not by itself be a crime". Transcript says on pg. 6 lines 20-25, Rhenquist
said: "We'd better not let the word get out"..."We'll keep it just among ourselves"... then laughing.
And they have the nerve to laugh about it, while Americans are being
scammed by the fraud of the IRS. Where is your outrage? Do you owe the IRS
any income taxes? Probably not! Get a free IRS-861-CD from The MAN:
558-8253

All Hawaiians, i.e., all American Citizens who reside in the state of Hawaii,
can make a better informed decision as to whether or not they owe any money
claimed by the Internal Revenue Service by reading these court rulings:
Jack Cole Company v. Alfred T. MacFarland, Commissioner, 206 Tenn, 694,
337 S.W.2d 453 Supreme Court of Tennessee (1960): “Since the right to receive
income or earnings is a right belonging to every person, this right cannot be taxed
as privilege.”
Simms v. Ahrens, 271 SW 720 (1925): “An income tax is neither a property
tax nor a tax on occupations of common right, but is an excise tax…The legislature may declare as ‘privileged’ and tax as such for state revenue, those pursuits
not matters of common right, but it has no power to declare as a ‘privilege’ and
tax for revenue purposes, occupations that are of common right.”
Lucas v. Earl, 281 U.S. 111 (1930): “It is to be noted that, by the language of
the Act, it is not salaries, wages, or compensation for personal services that are to
be included in gross income. That which is to be included is gains, profits, and
income derived from salaries, wages, or compensation for personal services.”
319 U.S. 105 MURDOCK v COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
A state may not impose a charge for the enjoyment of a right granted by the
federal constitution.
Since the Bill of Rights did not create any inalienable
rights, but rather secured these rights, we can know the Murdock Court's use of
the phrase "granted by the Federal Constitution" must be construed to mean “conceded by the Federal Constitution," and not as if these rights are government created privileges, or so-called "State created rights".
470 F2d 585 Economy Plumbing and Heating v. U S
TAXPAYER
The revenue laws are a code or system in regulation of tax assessment and
collection. They relate to taxpayers, and not to nontaxpayers. The latter are without their scope. No procedure is prescribed for nontaxpayers, and no attempt is
made to annul any of their rights and remedies in due course of law. With them
Congress does not assume to deal, and they are neither of the subject nor of the
object of the revenue laws.
Note 3. The term "taxpayer” in this opinion is used in the strict or narrow
sense contemplated by the Internal Revenue Code and means a person who pays,
overpays, or is subject to pay his own personal income tax. (See Section
7701(a)(14) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.) A “nontaxpayer" is a person
who does not possess the foregoing requisites of a taxpayer.
Definitions. The term "taxpayer" means any person subject to any internal
revenue tax. ARE YOU a TAXPAYER by law?

God Bless America. God Bless Hawaii, the 50th State of USA,
and now 50 years wiser. IMPEACH LINDA LINGLE, et al !

Every power of government exists first and finally
with Sovereign Citizens: Gun Rights #1

Without a Gun for Defense, Former
Molokai Cop Jamie Becraft Attacked at
Maui Home with baseball bats
report & comment by George Peabody for The MAN
[Many Americans with the right to keep and bear arms for self defense are
afraid to have a gun because of the anti-gun rights statutes 134-HRS enforced by
MPD against law abiding American Citizens. This Beacraft case should be a
wake up call reality check to force MPD to respect 2nd Am rights of Citizens ! ]
Maui based MPD police Detective, former Molokai cop Jamie Becraft was attacked
and beaten with baseball bats by criminals last week Saturday night outside his Waihee
home. Neither Jamie nor his wife Velma had a gun to use for self defense against this life
threatening senseless brutal attack.
Becraft was pinned down in a concrete planter in his yard, being struck multiple times
with a baseball bat, he said in a court hearing on Wednesday, and that "I knew if I didn't
get out of that planter, there was a chance I was going to die."
The 42 year old Becraft said he was first assaulted by three teenagers and then their
fathers - starting at 10:30 or 11 p.m. outside his residence near Waihee Park. He sustained
serious injuries including lacerations requiring stitches above his eye and on his forehead,
and huge bruises on his body from baseball bat hits.
Beacraft reportedly was in his house when he heard a youth yelling and bashing mailboxes along Kahekili Highway near the park. Without a gun for defense [2nd Amendment
Right to keep and bear arms is a American Citizen’s Right] Becraft went outside on his
porch and saw a boy using a cast on his right arm to hit Becraft's mailbox.
Apparently the boy knew Beacraft is a MPD officer, and reportedly yelled "f--- you,
you f---ing haole," telling Becraft to go back into his house and "you're not even on duty."
Having witnessed this criminal property damage, and being verbally assaulted with
hostile racial epitaths, Becraft approached the teenager and told him he was under arrest,
just as every American Citizen has a responsibility to do. But Jamie Beacraft, did not exercise his 2nd Amendment Right to have a gun for defense. Becraft said he expected the boy
to run, but attacked trying to hit Becraft when another boy and a girl showed up, surrounding Becraft. He punched the boy, who fell to the ground. The boy got up and again
lunged at Becraft, who hit the boy again, causing him to fall, reported Becraft. But he ended
up on the ground being kicked and punched on his head and back, but escaped and woke
his wife Velma to call 911 because one attacker was on the porch.
When Velma came outside without a gun for defense, she said she saw Steven
Sauceda with a baseball bat crossing a stone wall into her yard and he was yelling, 'F---ing
cop, you hit my f---ing daughter.' " Becraft said. "That's when he swung. He hit my husband across the left side."
Then two vehicles pulled up and Leonard Sauceda Jr. emerged with an aluminum bat,
threatening Jamie Becraft and saying. "You hit my son. You hit my son." And she saw a
boy without a front tooth take the wooden bat away from Jamie Beacraft and hit him across
the back.
Then Leonard Sauceda was holding Jamie Becraft's head down into the planter and
Steven Sauceda was on the other side using baseball bats, and the boy with the cast and the
one missing a tooth also were hitting and kicking her husband, she said.
Jamie Becraft feared for his life fending off blows, and testified that "If he hits my
head with that bat, I know he's going to kill me." [But he had no gun for defense of
his and his wife’s life. The injuries created a substantial risk of death said doctors.]
By the time police arrived, some of the attackers had left. But Velma Becraft said
Leonard Sauceda stayed and used a bat to continue doing criminal property damage, and
was subsequently arrested, with followup arrests of other family members.
Suspects appearing in Wailuku District Court are Leonard Sauceda Jr., 42, of Waihee,
and his brother Steven Sauceda, 38, of
Wailuku. They were arrested along with
Leonard's 16- and 14-year-old sons and
Steven's 16-year-old daughter. Becraft said
he didn't know any of those involved in the
attack on him and his wife.
Judge Kelsey Kawano ruled there was
probable cause to support charges of seconddegree attempted murder against the
Saucedas. Leonard Sauceda Jr. also was
charged with second-degree criminal property damage for an estimated $3,800 in damage
done to a pickup truck parked in the driveway. Bail was set near $325,000 each. Both
being held at the Maui Community
Correctional Center. They are scheduled to
be arraigned April 21 in 2nd Circuit Court.
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OBAMA Stimulus Will Raise TAXES !
Proof of Citizenship, OR STEP DOWN
America is facing potentially the gravest
constitutional crisis in history: Barack Obama’s
Attorney General Eric Holder has recently reiterated his call for a renewal of Clinton’s ban on
“assault weapons,” i.e., all semi automatic guns;
and, Obama’s reckless and counter-productive
call for massive expansions in government
spending and power as a means to overcome the
economic recession and create human welfare.
Texas gov. rejects $555M of stimulus
money for unemployment, saying it would
increase taxes. Yes, Texas governor Rick Perry
has rejected $555 million in federal stimulus
money that would expand state unemployment benefits. The governor turned
down the unemployment benefits on Thursday because he says they would require
the state to increase the tax burden on Texas businesses to fund an expanded program. See: The Obama Deception

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KrpRocaEfQE

Meantime: KING OBAMA
We have made a king of the chief
Stop War on Drugs 2009
Every day that goes by, 4,000 people are arrested for drug offenses, the vast executive offical while the Constitution for the United States of America estabmajority of them minor, and half a million nonviolent drug offenders languish in
the staggering number of prisons and jails the fascist Police State American government has very unwisely built. Obama promised to stop it! WELL.......??
It's time to stop this senseless tragedy and shocking injustice.
Stop the drug war -- visit http://stopthedrugwar.org/donate to donate to
StoptheDrugWar.org today. Thank you!

What will Barack Hussein Obama do
about What Happened on 9-11-01?
On September 11, 2001, we Americans were the victims of TREASON.
By September 12, we Americans all became the suspects watched by FBI.
Not one single U.S. citizen hijacked a plane, yet President Bush and DOJ,
through powers seized and codified in the fascist USA PATRIOT Act, labeled
270 million of us for surveillance, for searches, for tracking, for prison without
charges. Welcome to the New World Order! Police State USA !
So, what will Obama do to restor freedom if he is President?
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Tree Trimming-recycle eastend
call 558 8253 for appointment/ estimate
We also do rock busting, appliance repair,
house painting and repairs, hauling.
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lishes him as duly bound to obey our orders.
"The executive Power shall be vested in a President of the United States of
America."
"Before he enter on the Execution of his Office, he shall take the following
Oath or Affirmation;-"I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will faithfully execute
the Office of President of the United States, and will to the best of my Ability, preserve, protect and defend the Constitution of the United States."
"...he shall take Care that the Laws be faithfully executed..."
"The President, Vice President and all civil Officers of the United States, shall
be removed from Office on Impeachment for, and Conviction of, Treason, Bribery,
or other high Crimes and Misdemeanors."

Prove Citizenship, OR STEP DOWN
======================
GMO Expert Claims DANGER !!
Jeffrey Smith is the leading world expert in the understanding and communication of the health issues surrounding genetically modified foods." Mr. Smith has
counseled leaders on every continent, spoken in 30 countries, and regularly presents at government hearings, credentialed medical conferences, and UN meetings
around the world. He is Founder of the Institute for Responsible Technology
where he directs the Campaign for Healthier Eating in America.
Mr. Smith's first book, Seeds of Deception, became the world's bestselling title
on GMOs. When distributed to state legislators in Vermont, Representative Floyd
Nease said, "It spread like wildfire… and it certainly colored every conversation in
the Statehouse about GMOs. It was the subtext for everything after that, once it
arrived. It really was because it provided so much information that people didn't
have." Dave Zuckerman, chairman of the House Ag Committee, said the book
"was a jolt to the system for many individual legislators, who then became more
active on the issue."
Mr. Smith's second book, written specifically for policy makers, is the product of a worldwide collaboration with scientists and medical doctors. Entitled
Genetic Roulette: The Documented Health Risks of Genetically Engineered Foods,
it presents irrefutable, overwhelming evidence that GMOs are harmful. Michael
Meacher, the former UK environment minister, said, "The case presented is
absolutely a smoking shotgun that should stop in its tracks any dabbling with GM
foods." Indeed, GMOs are linked to allergic and toxic reactions, thousands of sick,
sterile and dead livestock, and damage to virtually every organ and system studied.
Current safety assessments by the FDA and other regulators worldwide are not
competent to even identify most of the problems, while industry funded studies are
specifically designed not to find them.

Kaunakakai Principal Janice Espiritu
Nominated for Excellence Award
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Island Insurance Foundation will recognize twelve public school
principals (one each from Kauai, Maui and Molokai and nine from
Oahu) nominated for the Masayuki Tokioka Excellence in School
Leadership Award. Department of Education Superintendent Pat
Hamamoto will be attending to extend congratulatory messages.
This award is named in honor of the late Masayuki Tokioka, founder
of Island Insurance Company, Ltd. Nominees will receive a $1,000
personal cash award and commemorative plaque.
Janice Espiritu, Kaunakakai Elementary is one deserving nominee.
One principal will receive $25,000 ($10,000 personal cash award
and $15,000 toward a school project designated by the principal).
Two semi-finalists will each receive a $2,000 personal cash award.
Winner and semifinalists will be selected and announced at the
Public Schools of Hawaii Foundation Dinner on May 20.
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Criminals Do Gun Crimes;law
abiding gun owners blamed
In the wake of several deadly shootings across the country, public debate

Molokai's Forum For Freedom
Individual’s Sovereignty vs Slavery
by George Peabody ph. 558-8253 email:

"We have staked the whole of all our political institutions upon the capacity of mankind for self-government, upon the capacity of each and all of us to govern
ourselves, to control ourselves, to sustain ourselves
according to the Ten Commandments of God."—

Bill of Rights 2nd Amendment:
“A well regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and
bear arms shall not be infringed.”
Wake up militia! Use it , or lose it ! Got your gun, yet?
"...with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually
pledge to each other our lives, or fortunes and our sacred honor."
(Unanimous Declaration.of Independence)
If you will not fight for the right when you can easily win without bloodshed,
and, if you will not fight when your victory will be sure and not too costly, you
may come to the moment when you will have to fight with all the odds against
you and only a precarious chance of survival. There may even be a worse case.
You may have to fight when there is no hope of victory, because it is better to perish than live as slaves.
“The people cannot delegate to government the power to do anything which
would be unlawful for them to do themselves.”- John Locke
"Those who make peaceful change impossible,
make violent change inevitable." -- Robert F. Kennedy

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Enforce the Bill of Rights !
————————————
"And how we burned in the camps later, thinking: What would things have
been like if every Security operative [insert your favorite alphabet Gang DEA,
BATFE, H.S., TSA, FBI, IRS, NSA, CIA, LEOs etc. here], when he went out at
night to make an arrest, had been uncertain whether he would return alive and
had to say goodbye to his family? Or if, during periods of mass arrests, as for
example in Leningrad, when they arrested a quarter of the entire city, people hadnot simply sat there in their lairs, paling in terror at every bang of the downstairs
door and at every step on the staircase, but had understood they had nothing left
to lose [neither do you now] and had boldly set up in the downstairs hall an
ambush of half a dozen people with axes, hammers, pokers, or whatever else was
at hand. The Organs would very quickly have suffered a shortage of officers and
transports and, notwithstanding all of Stalin's thirst; the cursed machine would
have ground to a halt!" -- The Gulag Archipelago, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn

about gun control has resurfaced. Having lost last year's landmark case of District
of Columbia v. Heller, in which a majority on the Supreme Court decided that the
2nd Amendment protects an individual right, gun-control advocates are searching
desperately for new strategies and tactics to ban guns to law abiding Citizens.
Those claiming that firearms, in the hands of ordinary citizens, pose a grave risk
to public safety, however, will find that their arguments misfire.
One canard trotted out by gun-control fascists is that previously law-abiding
citizens commit most of the murders, but in reality the exact opposite is true: a
large body of evidence shows that murderers are almost invariably veteran criminals, according to criminologist Don B. Kates, a research fellow at the
Independent Institute.
Police records show show that more than 90 percent of the killers between
2000 and 2007 had criminal records, while 25% of them killed while on probation or parole, and or had previously been arrested at least once for a drug offense;
70 percent had three or more prior drug arrests--in addition to their arrests for
other crimes. Their criminal careers average six or more years’ length, including
four major adult felonies, and extensive juvenile records.
Gun Control Restricts Those Least Likely to Commit Violent Crimes
The March 21 murder of four Oakland police officers by Lovelle Mixon, a
convicted felon wanted for a recent parole violation, epitomizes the futility of
“gun control,” or the banning and restricting of gun ownership for law-abiding
adults. Using the officers’ tragic deaths to strip away the Second Amendment
rights of honorable citizens—is both harmful and distracting.
Violent Felons commit over 90 percent of murders, with the remainder carried out primarily by juveniles and the mentally unbalanced. The United States
already has laws forbidding all three groups from owning guns, which, by definition, are ineffective against criminals. “Gun control,” therefore, only “controls”
those who have done nothing to merit such regulations.
Yet the National Coalition to Ban Handguns says that “most murders are
committed by previously law-abiding citizens”—but with no supporting references. For there are none. NCBH is hyping their lies.
In sum, virtually no murderers are ordinary, law-abiding, responsible adults.
This conclusion is so invariably reached by homicide studies that the 1998 study
by David Kennedy and Anthony Braga describes the fact that murderers are
almost invariably veteran criminals as a standard “criminological axiom.”
Naïve, well-meaning people often respond to such facts with, “Still, wouldn’t this be a better world without guns?” After many years of studying guns as a
highly effective method of self-defense, I reply, no, the world would be immeasurably worse off without the only weaponry that gives the law abiding Citizens
a real chance against predators. After all, there was a time, hundreds of years ago,
when there were no guns. Without guns for self-defense, survival was measured
by the strength of men’s arms, as women, children and the elderly huddled in terror, escaping only by abject submission to their predators. In the hands of moral
citizens, guns are a powerful, swift means of protection. When government
agents enforce rules against gun ownership that only peaceable people obey, they
are simply leaving the same people at the mercy of violent predators.

Gun Rights Refresher
1. An armed man is a citizen. An unarmed man is a subject.
2. A gun in the hand is better than a cop on the phone.
3. If guns cause crime, then pencils cause misspelled words.
4. "Free" men do not ask permission to bear arms.
5. If you don't know your rights you don't have any.
6. Those who trade liberty for security have neither.
7. What part of "shall not be infringed" do you not understand?
8. The Second Amendment is to enforce the other 9 Amendments.
9. 64,999,987 firearms owners killed no one yesterday.
10. Guns only have two enemies; rust and politicians.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Know guns, know peace, know safety.
No guns, no peace, no safety.
You don't shoot to kill; you shoot to stay alive.
911 - government sponsored Dial-a-Prayer.
Assault is a behavior, not a gun device.
Criminals love gun control -- it makes their jobs safer.
If guns cause crime, then matches cause arson.
Only a government that is afraid of citizens prohibits guns.
You only have the rights you are willing to fight for.
Remove the people's right to bear arms, you create slaves.
The American Revolution was about gun control.

Crimes of Politicians Must Be Stopped by The People (You are The Militia)
The crime on our streets is a tiny fraction of the crime in the offices of our politicians and bureaucrats - the massive majority of crime is committeed by the criminal classes in
power. Just look at the constant abuse of power in our State government offices and you will realize the extent of crime in Government. Just consider just how many BILLIONS of
dollars a day Government extorts from the people and how little WE get in return; and just how comfortable the politicians make themselves at the expense of the peoples they extort!
The goal of the founders of America was to restrict government within severe limits and to protect the rights of soverign individuals. Government has NO rights!
Judges are impeachable. Furthermore, judges may be removed immediately for violating oaths of office, involvement in conspiracies, extortion, and failing to uphold their duty
to the common law. Judges can also be arrested, they are not exempt from this nor are any other officials, including the President of the United States.
Do the people have the power to do this? Yes, the people have the power to do everything to defend our country against all enemies foreign or domestic politician, and government has no power to say otherwise. Fascist bureaucrats might send out its armed marauders, but a huge group of The People (Militia) armed with guns as guaranteed their Right to
keep and bear arms by the 2nd Amendment is likely to stop them unless the governments decide that it is time to begin mass killings of all people who believe in the rights of Man.

Wake up ! Enforce the Bill of Rights !
“A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.” Exercise the 2nd Amendment.
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Bill of Rights
2 nd Am en d ment:
“A well regulated Militia,
being necessary to the
security of a free State,
the right of the people
to keep and bear arms,
shall not be infringed.”
Use it or lose it !
ph. 558-8253
Join the club! N.R.A.
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Full Service
6-Days Week

K ualapuu Coo k h ouse

Mondays: 7 am - 2 pm

Breakfast & Lunch 7 am - 8 pm Daily
Dinner Served 5 pm- 8 pm Daily
Thursday Night: Prime Rib
Closed Sundays
located in Kualapuu off Hwy. 480

567-9655
ONO
Kaukau!

Fly George’s
Aviation
CHARTER AIR
SERVICE

Molokai
High School NEWS
High School Seniors and Parents
Please return signed permission forms for participation in PROJECT GRADUATION to Mr. Espaniola. Forms were sent home during Spring Break with
report cards or see Mr. Espaniola if you need a form.
TUTORING FOR HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS
Teacher, Jonathan Smith is offering free tutoring for seniors in any subject.
Tutoring sessions will be in the MHS Library every Monday and Tuesday from
2:00pm-3:00pm beginning April 13th. Call 567-6950 for more details.
UPCOMING ATHLETICS
4/17 Boys Volleyball
Seabury
Barn
7:00pm
4/17 Softball
Hana
Reg/Little League
4:00pm
4/18 Boys Volleyball
Maui
Barn
7:00pm
4/18 Softball
Hana
Reg/Little League
10:00am
SCHOOL COMMUNITY COUNCIL MEETING
The School Commmunity Council will be meeting on Tuesday, April 21, 2009
at 3:15pm at the Molokai High School library. The public is welcome to attend.
NATURAL RESOURCES ACADEMY OHANA NIGHT
The Natural Resources Academy (NaRA) will be offering an Ohana Night on
Thursday, April 30 at 6:00pm. The academy will be presenting their projects they
have been working on throughout the school year. Refreshments will be provided. Come join the fun!
==================================================

Dependable, Friendly
and affordable
Call toll free:

1-866-834-2120

on Molokai call 553-8554 on Maui call 893-2120

Mahalo Molokai for your SUPPORT !
● Da Kine Ads ●
SERVICES OFFERED
Architectural Drafting Office
Ph. 553-9045
email: luigis@aloha.net
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
LICENSED ARCHITECT

Real Estate for Sale
COLORADO on mainland. 40 acres
grassland near mountains. $28,500
cash or $500 down and $250 monthly.
Surveyed. Near town. Good road
access. Call owner 806-376-8690
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Ending Drug Crimes and War on Drugs

Just as MPD chief Thomas Phillips’ federally funded racketeering War on
Drugs has failed in Maui County and caused massive injustices and damage localfrom Home. *Medical, *Business, ly, not to mention unjustivied additional loads on the court and prison system, the
Rich Young - Custom homes
*Paralegal, *Computers, *Criminal efforts by the United States government to interdict the supply of drugs coming
Portfolio available online at
Justice. Job placement assistance.
into the country have failed.
www.richyoungarchitect.com
Computer available. Financial Aid if
According to the U.S. Department of Justice, Mexican drug cartels operate in
553-5992 ryoung@aloha.net
qualified. Call 866-858-2121
230 cities in the United States. And last year the feds were able to seize less than
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
www.CenturaOnline.com
Pono Tree Triming /remove
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ $1 billion from the estimated $18 billion to $39 billion in illegal drug revenue
and chips: ph 558 8253
$600 Weekly Potential $$$ bound for Mexico. The Obama administration has distinguished itself from its
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
predecessor by acknowledging that U.S. demand has long been the crucial driver
Helping the Government,
Instant/Tankless Water Heater
of the drug problem, but its proposal to send anti-drug troops and technology to the
New and used, call “Mr. Pono”
PT. No Experience. No Selling.
Pono SolarPower ph. 558-8253
Call 1-888-213-5225 Ad Code: H15 Mexican government will also fail, according to Ivan Eland, director of the
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Independent Institute's Center on Peace & Liberty.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Pen Pal Wanted
TREE TRIM & chipping Eastend
Officials in the international war on drugs convened in Vienna last week to
Please send me mail from Hawaii or
Tree removal and Trimming
collaborate on strategies for victory--or whatever outcome that could reasonably be
anywhere in world to my prison. I
Chip cuttings into valuable mulch
have two years more before release.
for your garden or to supress weeds. called successful. Over the past decade, according to a recent study by the United
Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, opium and cannabis production have doubled
Ronald Kalani Akina
call 558 8253
1250 East Arica Road
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
while cocaine production has increased slightly. In addition, the former presidents
Eloy, Arizona 85231 KA56
of Brazil, Mexico, and Colombia recently issued a report condemning the drug war
as a counterproductive failure. In Mexico alone, the drug war has resulted in the
killing of ten thousand people on either side--and often on the sidelines--of the battle between the state and the drug cartels; it has also brought corruption to the
office of attorney general.
Time to rethink PROHIBITION ??? These and related persistent problems
should prompt policymakers to consider the merits of drug decriminalization,
according to Independent Institute Research Fellow Alvaro Vargas Llosa.
In the furture, people will read in total amazement that so much blood and
treasure was wasted in the failed pursuit of a private vice that a relatively small percentage of the world population was not ready to give up."
The failed drug war should prompt U.S. policymakers to consider undermining the profitability of the illicit drug trade by legalizing drugs for adults 21 and
over, Eland argues in his latest op-ed.
"Legalizing drugs for adults would turn it into a mainstream business and
prices and profits would dramatically drop, thus resulting in far less crime among
producers, traffickers, and users," Eland writes. "If the price dropped, more people
might try drugs, but money can better be spent on education campaigns and treatENERGY
EFFICIENT
starting at only $525
ment than on stricter drug laws and penalties and government agents, gizmos, and
improved border fences in what has been a multi-decade futile effort to stanch the
flow of drugs into the United States."
Simple to light pilot, and VERY energy efficient

Attend College Online

Hot Water
Heater
Instantaneous
Tankless
DEPENDABLE
SIMPLICITY

$300 Tax Credit 2006-2007

Simple to install new, or to replace your old gas water heater!
NEW AND USED!
SAVE BIG on your electric bill!

Call George Peabody: 558-8253

For educational video showings to schools and church groups
of “Police Against the War on Drugs” and Pastors For Treatment
Instead of Prosecution, call The MAN for appointment.
George Peabody editor for The MAN since 1984 ph 558 8253

RUNNING NEWS
Send comments to The MAN:

MolokaiMAN@basicisp.net

Kalaupapa Memorial
Approved
Congress’s public lands bill was signed Monday
that includes a measure to establish a memorial for
Hansen's disease patients at Kalaupapa.
"Obviously, we're elated to see our years of hard
work reach this point," said Valerie Monson, secretary of the nonprofit Ka 'Ohana O Kalaupapa. The
ohana is a group of Hansen's disease patients, relatives and friends that will be responsible for fundraising to pay for the memorial.
The bill establishes a memorial within
Kalaupapa National Historical Park to honor and
remember Hansen's disease patients who were
forcibly sent to the Molokai peninsula from 1866 to
1969. Of approximately 8,000 patients buried at
Kalaupapa, only about 1,300 have marked graves.
The interior secretary has final approval of the
monument's design, size, inscriptions and location.
"With the upcoming canonization of Father
Damien, we think it's especially timely that the monument has been authorized so that the names and the
legacies of the 8,000 people from Hawaii who were
sent to Kalaupapa will also be remembered," Monson
said. "When the monument is complete, Father
Damien's name will be inscribed alongside the names
of the people who so inspired him."
Many Hansen's disease patients who lobbied for
the memorial did not live to see their triumph.
"We're just sad that so many who wanted to see
this become a reality have died, but the monument
will make sure that they live on forever," Monson
said. "The passage of this law should be a proud
moment for all Americans," Hirono said. "We will
now be able to recognize the Hansen's disease
patients of Kalaupapa for the way they led dignified,
inspirational lives under extremely challenging circumstances.
"This memorial will provide family members a
place to visit and reflect, since the majority of
patients at Kalaupapa have been buried without grave
markers.

POLICE DRUG WAR Is
WORST MENACE
The National Drug Intelligence Center is out
with its National Drug Threat Assessment 2009. If the
authors would read their own words, they would realize they are making a strong argument for ending
drug prohibition..... its conclusions that violent drug
trafficking organizations and street-level drug retail
gangs are the gravest "drug threats" to America beg
the question of why.
Seehttp://stopthedrugwar.org/chronicle/565/nati
onal_drug_threat_assessment_2009
While the violence of the cartels and the gangs is
deplorable, the NDIC assessment makes no effort to
address its root cause: the regime of drug prohibition.
Instead it conflates the harms associated with prohibition (fighting the drug trade) with those associated
with drug use or abuse.
NDIC is conducting an
exercise in futility and propaganda. The harms associated with the growth of powerful criminal organizations thriving under a prohibition regime are an
entirely different matter from the harms related to
drug use, misuse, or abuse....... cartel money laundering, federal anti-drug spending, the huge number of
drug arrests, and the high number of federal drug
prisoners -- are a direct consequence of drug prohibition..... many home meth cooks would likely simply
purchase their drug instead of cooking it if allowed to
do so.
What the National Drug Threat Assessment 2009
shows us is that we are continuing to wage a futile
struggle to suppress drug use at a great cost to our
society. In failing to disentangle and disaggregate the
social ills resulting from our prohibitionist drug policies from the social ills resulting from drug use, it is
business as usual. But what do we expect from a drug
war bureaucracy motivated mainly by inertia and the
imperative of preserving next year's budget?
Two cops corrupted with the drug war are head-

ed for prison in New Mexico, and one in California.
There are corrputed cops here in Maui Police
Department, but chief Thomas Phillips and crooked
legislators keep their records from public. So, Let's
get to it for these mainland cases which are similar to
the local Hawaii cases:
In Albuquerque, New Mexico, two former San
Juan County law enforcement agents were sentenced
December 11 to six years in prison each for their roles
in a drug distribution ring. Former New Mexico State
Police Officer Keith Salazar and former San Juan
County sheriff's deputy Levi Countryman each pleaded guilty earlier this year to a charge of conspiracy to
distribute controlled substances. According to court
documents, the pair took bribes from drug dealers to
provide them with information about police, including the identities of snitches (confidential informants)
and narcs (undercover officers).
In Santa Ana, California, a former California
Highway Patrol officer was sentenced Tuesday to
nearly six years in prison after he admitted stealing
64 kilograms of cocaine valued at $1 million from a
CHP evidence locker. Joshua Wendell Blackburn, 33,
pleaded guilty to possession of cocaine for sale of
cocaine, transportation of cocaine, commercial burglary and a sentencing enhancement for possession of
more than 40 kilograms of cocaine. Blackburn, a
seven-year CHP veteran, broke into the evidence
locker when other officers were called away to a latenight traffic accident and carted off three suitcases
full of cocaine. He got caught when investigators figured out he was the only one near the evidence locker when the coke went missing. Blackburn's attorney
said he was depressed over strife in his marriage.

The Battle Lines are
Drawn: J.A.I.Lvs.
Judiciary Powers Foreign
to Our Constitution
JAIL for Judges is direct Citizen oversight of the
entire judiciary. In obtaining this goal, Citizens will
trump the officials' current ability to avoid justice and
personal accountability, and in effect, directly override the legislature, executive and judiciary's exclusive political authority involving state courts.... every
judge will fear for his career if he disregards the
Constitution
This means no more "business-as-usual" in our
halls of government. This means no more excusing a
judge's "hand in the cookie-pot" by claiming it is an
isolated individual instance and not an institutional
fault. This means that when the processes of representative government fails to remove the crooks and
criminals from the bench, we can do it ourselves. No
More Free Rides for the judiciary.
J.A.I.L. stands for “Judicial Accountability
Initiative Law.” We are a single-issue organization
that focuses solely upon judicial accountability (1) of
all state judges through the creation of statewide
Special Grand Juries in all fifty states whose members are drawn by open lottery, and (2) of all federal
judges through a J.A.I.L. Bill passed by Congress.

Israel vs Palestine
April 9, 1948
In the predawn hours of April 9, 1948, members
of two paramilitary groups crept into the sleeping
Palestinian village of Deir Yassin and systematically
slaughtered more than 100 women, children and elderly. And with the massacre, out of which was born
the state of Israel, began the dispossession of the
Palestinian people that continues today.
Men who would later become prime ministers of
Israel ran the two militant Zionist organizations.
Menachem Begin was the head of Irgun while
Yitzhaq Rabin commanded the Lehi, also known as
the Stern Gang. After fighting and killing the villagers who were standing watch, the Zionists stormed
in to home after home, lining inhabitants up against
the walls and shooting them in cold blood. Others
were stabbed to death and women were raped and tortured.

For 25 years, eyewitness testimony taken by the
British four days after the massacre were kept secret.
Today, the accounts are a chilling reminder of what
the people of Deir Yassin endured.
Fahimi Zeidan was 12 years old at the time. He
told investigators about the deaths of nearly his entire
family: “The Jews ordered all our family to line up
against the wall and they started shooting us. I was hit
in the side, but most of us children were saved
because we hid behind our parents. The bullets hit my
sister Kadri (4 years old) in the head, my sister Sameh
(8 years old) in the cheek, my brother Mohammed (7
years old) in the chest. But all the others with us
against the wall were killed: my father, my mother,
my grandfather and grandmother, my uncles and
aunts and some of their children."
Several orphaned children were dumped outside
the Wailing Wall in Jerusalem. About 25 men were
loaded onto a truck, paraded around the streets of
Jerusalem and then taken back to a quarry in Deir
Yassin where they were murdered.
“We saw them going to the quarry, so my companion and I perched on a vantage point above t he
quarry. There were a group of dissidents there, Irgun
or Lehi, and they stood the prisoners against that wall
and shot the lot of them. ... All the while, the massacres were going on in the houses in the villages as
well,” Israeli historian Meir Pail said in a statement
dated Nov. 15, 1998.
Begin was unrepentant for the role he played in
the massacre. He told the New York Jewish
Newsletter in October 1960 that “The massacre was
not only justified, but there would not have been a
state of Israel without the victory of Deir Yassin.”
“Deir Yassin was not the first or the largest massacre of Palestinians, but the advancing Zionist forces
used it to frighten unarmed Palestinians into fleeing
for their lives. Thus started the eviction of more than
750,000 Palestinians from their lands in 1948. It is
carved in Palestinian collective memory because it
has come to symbolize Palestinian dispossession,”
the late Issam Nashashibi, the then director of Deir
Yassin Remembered, wrote in 2002.
Ironically, the Deir Yassin murdered victims lie
in unmarked graves in the shadows of the Yad
Vashem memorial museum, whose purpose is to
remember the countless nameless Jews who died in
the Holocaust.
The American Muslims for Palestine commemorates Deir Yassin Day because it is important to preserve the history and narrative of20the Palestinian
people for future generations. It is also imperative to
recognize that the ethnic cleansing that began in
1948, which is best epitomized by the Deir Yassin
massacre, continues today.
The January 2009 war on Gaza is a prime example of the Zionist policies of ethnic cleansing and
transfer that already were in effect in 1948, according
to Dr. Hatem Bazian, AMP chairman and professor of
Ethnic and Near Eastern Studies at the University of
California, Berkeley.
“As we consider the most recent Israeli war
crimes in Gaza against a defenseless Palestinian population, we must remember the Deir Yassin massacre.
In retrospect, both events are connected not only by
the terrorism inflicted upon civilians but also for the
fact that Gaza's siege is a continuation of the expulsion and dispossession of the Palestinians, which
began with the April 9, 1948, Deir Yassin massacre,”
Bazian said.
“The killing of civilians in Deir Yassin was not
done during military operations, i.e., in the heat of the
battle; on the contrary, the village was already under
the control of the Irgun soldiers and Arab fighters
were on the run. It was a deliberate act by the Irgun
soldiers with the specific intent of causing as much
fear and disarray among the Arab civilians population, which might persuade them to leave. The idea of
transfer was present and central to Zionist planning
before, during and after the 1948 war and any claim
to the contrary is willful denial of fact.”

God Bless America. God Bless Hawaii,
the 50th State of USA, now 50 years wiser.
IMPEACH LINDA LINGLE, et al !

Ecomomy vs OBAMA-BankCriminals
I say it's high time we fire the clowns and PUT THE MONEY ON THE
STREETS WHERE IT WILL DIRECTLY ADDRESS THE EXPLODING CRISIS AT-HAND. After all, it will be our debt, therefore we might as well be the
ones enjoying it!
Obama appointee Rham Emanuel, new Chief of Staff, was a Director of
Fannie May during the Franklin Raines era when he declared profits of $5 billion
and was awarded bonuses of $90 million. When he was later forced to restate the
books and the $5 billion in profits turned into $ 5 billion in losses, he resigned but
took the $90 million with him and became a financial advisor to Obama.
Roll out the paper dollar printing presses, the bailouts have just begun, with
everyone from automakers to airlines to cities and states getting in line for a government handout and that is just the beginning. Today's deflation is not going to
protect us from the inevitable worldwide monetary inflation caused by the huge
amounts of money that will be pumped into the market in the name of saving the
economy from deflation. The total bailout tab thus far is estimated by Forbes to
be $5 trillion and you ain't seen nothin yet. This will eventually lead to a hyperinflationary scenario. All that is happening is that they are massively increasing
their public debts. They are using taxpayer money to bail out everything they can.
It's a disaster, and rapidly doubling the national debts of the US, and others: bond
indebtedness of the US, starting around July of 07 it was around $9 trillion. Now,
in a mere year and a half, the US has added another $8 plus trillion to it with all
the various bailout mechanisms.
US accumulates $9 trillion of national debt in 240 years, and in a mere year
and a half, adds another $ 8 trillion? And for what? The credit markets are still
frozen solid. And the only weapon the US Fed seems to have is to offer more
debt, to borrow more, and try to keep infusing $500 billion at a pop. This seems
to happen every two weeks or so. And Obama is planning on up to another $1 trillion in fiscal stimulus in early 09. How much can the US Treasury market stand?
So, since the Fed and ECB and other central banks cannot be blind, why are
they continuing to do more bailouts? All that is happening is they are rapidly
heading their treasuries to bankruptcy….if they keep going, which appears to be
the case.
The central banks cannot replace the economy. The economy has to function,
or else all that happens is that CB money just gets thrown into a black hole. Just
look at the still frozen credit markets for proof. And that proves that the central
banks cannot replace the economy. After a year and a half of this bailout and
lender of last resort stuff, corporate and private borrowing is still frozen, and the
world economy is rapidly coming to a standstill.
Identifying the core problem is obviously step one in any resolution process.
Since we have allowed money to be created only through the issuance of debt, the
system itself has an entrenched, unquenchable, and ever-accelerating need for
more debt to be created and then somehow sustained. THE DEBT ITSELF IS
THE PROBLEM YET OUR LEADERS TRY TO SOLVE THE DEBT PROBLEM BY ADDING TO IT . Any third-grader would understand that this is futile.
Now let's try to imagine the scale of the debt tower we've had built in our
names. If I were to purely make a guess - based upon all that I know about the
scale of debt, leverage, and derivatives - I would have to guess that if our current
structure were a real building it would be in the range of 10 MILES TALL - at
least until 4 months ago when things began getting ugly. Bear in mind, it took our
country over 172 years to incur its first $9 Trillion of debt (through FY2007).
When Bush/Cheney took over in 2000, our national debt was $5.7 Trillion.
But, in our present circumstances, we are adding dozens of stories to our debt
tower each day. At the frenzied speed we're building, both the quality of construction and the continued availability of materials must be serious concerns, not
to mention the wisdom of the economic “architects and engineers!”
The total of the current Federal Reserve Bank and U.S. Treasury commitments to "shore-up" the economy now tallies in the range of $10 TRILLION
DOLLARS. We have just witnessed over the course of just 4 short months the
creation of an additional $10 Trillion of new financial commitments being added
in our names! More than 172 years' worth of debt added in 4 months. Astonishing.
Something tells me this cannot end well.
What the Obama clowns don't understand is that any structure is only as good
as its foundation. Since all debt is supported by those who must repay it we might
say that our debt tower is built upon a foundation of workers. The more prosperous and broad the worker-base, the more sound the overall debt structure becomes
- as long as the base maintains its integrity.
However, since the early 1980's our leaders have made critical strategic errors
by systematically attacking and undermining both the prosperity and financial
security of the worker-base WHILE THEY QUICKLY ERECTED THE
LARGEST TOWER OF DEBT KNOWN TO MAN. Irresponsible is too kind a
word to describe what's been done. Any resolution to the monumental problems
at-hand must be found in reversing this treacherous strategy and rebuilding the
foundational strength of the work-force, while reducing the size of the structure
riding upon it.
Mysteriously Silent Economists?
Economists have remained silent on another critical issue. The issue is THE
VELOCITY OF MONEY MULTIPLIER EFFECT (VOMME). To describe it in
just a few words, if $10 trillion dollars is poured into the top of the economic funnel, it has the stimulus effect of far less than $10 Trillion dollars because much of
this money is immediately locked up in the balance sheets of insolvent companies,
held for "future investment" opportunities at lower prices, or simply siphoned off
to who-knows-where. The inefficiencies of this process serve to contract the
money supply and business activity and is, ultimately, deflationary, and burdens
the national economy with another heavy layer of additional debt. This is precisely what we're seeing happen now.
Conversely, if that same $10 Trillion were held back from the failing institutions and, instead, scattered liberally across the land AT THE STREET LEVEL a
whole different scenario would unfold due to the highly stimulative impact of the

VOMME.
Here's how it works. People get new money and many of them begin to spend
it on things they need and want. The "easier" the money is to get, the more of it
they'll spend. Money that is spent is spent in businesses. Businesses with a lot of
customers do well and grow. Business owners become prosperous and more confident. As they grow they hire more people and need larger buildings. The economic activity spreads and touches the lives of more and more people as it grows.
Money changes hands quickly and brings benefits to all who touch it (velocity).
Most of this money runs through banks. Banks become solvent again due to the
increased deposits and fees and they, in turn, feel confident enough to make a
series of new loans (this is where the multiplication occurs). All of this increased
economic activity generates higher and higher tax revenues at all levels of government. Higher tax revenues SHOULD PAY OFF GOVERNMENT DEBTS
AND REDUCE TAXES! Reduced taxes stimulate the economy… and on it goes.
SOUNDS PERFECT, SO FAR, RIGHT? Well, there is one small fly in the
ointment and that is "easy money" tends to be inflationary. All the economic activity described above would eventually place considerable upward pressure on
prices, wages, real estate, corporate earnings and, at some point, stock prices.
Inflation also has an interesting impact on the "real" burden of personal, business,
and governmental debts - over time, it makes them magically go away! Oh, lest I
forget, such an inflationary "easy money" policy might trash the value of the dollar for a while and dramatically boost exports and foreign investment.
Isn't most of this just what we need?
The only other bugaboo is that inflation tends to drive up interest rates. That's
wonderful! Savers and retirees could finally see some reward for saving their
money in banks (further mitigating the insolvency problems) and they, too, might
begin to gain confidence and spend more freely than they're able to now. This
increased spending would add a further boost to the economy.
I say it's high time we fire the clowns and PUT THE MONEY ON THE
STREETS WHERE IT WILL DIRECTLY ADDRESS THE EXPLODING CRISIS AT-HAND. After all, it will be our debt, therefore we might as well be the
ones enjoying it!
The indirect approach being used now - pouring money into the top of the
funnel - is obviously not working but, instead, is fomenting a potentially dangerous level of risk for social instability and real harm while it further enriches those
who need it least. It's simply another transfer of wealth upward.

Somali pirates are Volunteer Somali
Coast Guard who have been fighting
against Nuclear Waste Dumping
In 1991, the government of Somalia - in the Horn of Africa - collapsed. Its
nine million people have been teetering on starvation ever since - and many of the
ugliest forces in the Western world have seen this as a great opportunity to steal
the country's food supply and dump nuclear waste in their seas. [Huffington Post,
You Are Being Lied to About Pirates, 4/13/2009]
Thus begins a story you have to read, about Somali fisherman striking back.
It will change your view of the news from that part of the world.
Yes: nuclear waste. As soon as the government was gone, mysterious
European ships started appearing off the coast of Somalia, dumping vast barrels
into the ocean. The coastal population began to sicken. At first they suffered
strange rashes, nausea and malformed babies. Then, after the 2005 tsunami, hundreds of the dumped and leaking barrels washed up on shore. People began to suffer from radiation sickness, and more than 300 died.
Ahmedou Ould-Abdallah, the UN envoy to Somalia said "Somebody is
dumping nuclear material here. There is also lead, and heavy metals such as cadmium and mercury - you name it." Much of it can be traced back to European hospitals and factories, who seem to be passing it on to the Italian mafia to "dispose"
of cheaply. When I asked Ould-Abdallah what European governments were doing
about it, he said with a sigh: "Nothing. There has been no clean-up, no compensation, and no prevention."
At the same time, other European ships have been looting Somalia's seas of
their greatest resource: seafood. Have destroyed their own fish-stocks by overexploitation - and now they have moved on to Somali’s. More than $300m worth
of tuna, shrimp, lobster and other sea-life is being stolen every year by vast
trawlers illegally sailing into Somalia's unprotected seas. The local fishermen
have suddenly lost their livelihoods, and they are starving. Mohammed Hussein,
a fisherman in the town of Marka 100km south of Mogadishu, told Reuters: "If
nothing is done, there soon won't be much fish left in our coastal waters."
Will you see any of this on the 6 p.m. news? Not likely.
This is the context in which the men being called "pirates" have emerged.
Everyone agrees they were ordinary Somalian fishermen who at first took speedboats to try to dissuade the dumpers and trawlers, or at least wage a 'tax' on them.
They call themselves the Volunteer Coastguard of Somalia - and it's not hard to
see why.
Mohamed Abshir Waldo. In January, wrote a paper titled “The Two

Piracies in Somalia: Why the World Ignores the Other?”
The original piracy, which was foreign fishing piracy by foreign trawlers and
vessels in unprotected Somali waters, who at the same time were dumping industrial waste, toxic waste and nuclear waste. Most of the time, we feel it’s the same
fishing vessels, foreign fishing vessels, that are doing both. That was the piracy
that started all these problems.
And the other piracy is the shipping piracy. When the marine resources of
Somalia was pillaged, when the waters were poisoned, when the fish was stolen,
and in a poverty situation in the whole country, the fishermen felt that they had no
other possibilities or other recourse but to fight with the properties and the shipping of the same countries that have been doing and carrying on the fishing piracy and toxic dumping. We are volunteer Coast Guard of Somalia.

